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In an epic confrontation, Tanjiro and his fellow Demon Slayers have fought on through the night,
suffering terrible losses against the King of Demons, Muzan Kibutsuji. Dawn is breaking soon,
and if they can keep Muzan at bay just a little longer, it will be the end of the centuries-long
struggle. But Muzan, who will stop at nothing to destroy the Demon Slayers, unleashes his most
terrible powers. If he can’t defeat the Demon Slayers, he may be able to cause them to destroy
themselves from within. All fates and destinies will be decided as the sun begins to rise…
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JC, “A great way to end it. I am very sad to see this series go i read it twice after getting it and it is
a fantastic way to end this seriesremember keep yor heart burning bright”

TaliaGrace, “Great story with many lessons. I really love this series and the final volume was
phenomenal. After I saw the movie I had to buy every single copy because of how impatient I
was. I really have to say this was a perfect way to end the novel.Anyone reading this will learn
lessons on perseverance, the value of your friends, family and teammates. And most of all the
importance of being optimistic and kind, even when situations get hard. I know it’s a fictional
story, but these are lessons shown consistently throughout the story till the very end.I really
appreciate the time the author took to create this novel, especially during a pandemic. Thank
you Koyoharu Gotoge, this one is definitely going to be added to my collection.”

Alejandro Gallegos, “Favorite Manga. This manga was a solid 10/10. From the anime, to the
Mugen Train movie, I can't wait to see the rest animated. Amazing ending. Thank you!”

Nervus, “Beautiful. This has been one of the very best stories I have ever read. It has a lot of
action but, importantly, keeps a deeply human experience. We see friendship and war. We see
love and suffering. I really can’t think of a better story. I plan on reading this many times. But this
series. You DEFINITELY will not regret it.”

Yahit, “First Person To Review This Masterpeice 8/3/21 12:15 AM. Havent read it yet but i was Lit”

Zoe, “Complete collection. I'm so happy I got this. I've been collecting since the beginning and I
read the whole series online. I'm only missing volume 22 then I'll have the complete series.”

Javi, “Awesome Ending. One of my favorite series. An awesome ending, sad to see it end.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Worth the wait. I read all Demon Slayer manga online for free before. But
what can I say? This is an amazing manga with awesome conclusions.”

TitusGroan, “Love and light wins. Shares of Bleach and many other manga series. It's charming,
violent, funny and touching. This last volume rounds everything up. At has been a pleasure to
read.”

Anne, “Love this manga. I couldn’t stop reading this manga. Great story. Great characters. Pretty
art. Best of all, all volumes from start to end are now available. I highly recommend it.”

Ammar Farzalibayli, “Perfect. The media could not be loaded.



                
            
                
            
        
    
    

  
  
I pre-ordered mine and it came in perfect condition. It really saddens me that this really is the
last volume of Kimetsu no Yaiba :(Definitely a must read !”

Rin, “Great. Great”

Troythelittleboy, “I love manga. Hi”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 2,580 people have provided feedback.
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